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Building Web Apps with WordPress Dec 29 2019 WordPress is much more than a blogging platform. As this practical guide
clearly demonstrates, you can use WordPress to build web apps of any type—not mere content sites, but full-blown apps for
specific tasks. If you have PHP experience with a smattering of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you’ll learn how to use WordPress
plugins and themes to develop fast, scalable, and secure web apps, native mobile apps, web services, and even a network of
multiple WordPress sites. The authors use examples from their recently released SchoolPress app to explain concepts and
techniques throughout the book. All code examples are available on GitHub. Compare WordPress with traditional app
development frameworks Use themes for views, and plugins for backend functionality Get suggestions for choosing WordPress
plugins—or build your own Manage user accounts and roles, and access user data Build asynchronous behaviors in your app
with jQuery Develop native apps for iOS and Android, using wrappers Incorporate PHP libraries, external APIs, and web service
plugins Collect payments through ecommerce and membership plugins Use techniques to speed up and scale your WordPress
app
Web Based Application Development Jun 14 2021 Web-Based Application Development present an introduction to the
concepts, theories, practices, languages, and tools used to develop applications for the World Wide Web. It explores the
important fundamentals of Web applications while also introducing the programming and technology necessary to put these
ideas into practice. This book goes beyond presenting the languages and tools found in other texts by including networking,
architecture, security, reliability, and other important concepts and theories necessary for today's web applications. Ideal for
novice programmers looking to master the basic skills critical for a successful career in web development, Web-Based
Application Development provides broad coverage of the topics coupled with hands-on, active-learning exercises in one, musthave resource.Every new copy of Web-Based Application Development includes a resource CD-ROM that includes: examples
(source code); figures (color screen shots and source code); MyWebApp source code; MVCWebApp source code; case study;
and "how-to's" for Tomcat, Ant, MySQL, and NetBeans
Symfony 1.3 Web Application Development Jul 04 2020 Design, develop, and deploy feature-rich, high-performance PHP web
applications using the Symfony framework.
Ext.Net Web Application Development Oct 19 2021 This is a step-by-step tutorial packed with examples and tips to learn
Ext.NET from scratch. This book is written for .NET Web Application Developers who are familiar with ASP.NET looking to build
.NET based Rich Internet Applications. Whether you are new to Ext JS or you are looking to use your existing Ext JS skills in a
.NET environment, this book will be useful for you.
Express Web Application Development Sep 29 2022 Express Web Application Development is a practical introduction to
learning about Express. Each chapter introduces you to a different area of Express, using screenshots and examples to get
you up and running as quickly as possible.If you are looking to use Express to build your next web application, "Express Web
Application Development" will help you get started and take you right through to Express' advanced features. You will need to
have an intermediate knowledge of JavaScript to get the most out of this book.
Learning Web App Development Oct 31 2022 Grasp the fundamentals of web application development by building a simple
database-backed app from scratch, using HTML, JavaScript, and other open source tools. Through hands-on tutorials, this
practical guide shows inexperienced web app developers how to create a user interface, write a server, build client-server
communication, and use a cloud-based service to deploy the application. Each chapter includes practice problems, full
examples, and mental models of the development workflow. Ideal for a college-level course, this book helps you get started
with web app development by providing you with a solid grounding in the process. Set up a basic workflow with a text editor,
version control system, and web browser Structure a user interface with HTML, and include styles with CSS Use JQuery and
JavaScript to add interactivity to your application Link the client to the server with AJAX, JavaScript objects, and JSON Learn
the basics of server-side programming with Node.js Store data outside your application with Redis and MongoDB Share your
application by uploading it to the cloud with CloudFoundry Get basic tips for writing maintainable code on both client and
server
Hacking Wireless Networks For Dummies Sep 25 2019 Become a cyber-hero - know the common wireless weaknesses
"Reading a book like this one is a worthy endeavor towardbecoming an experienced wireless security professional." --Devin
Akin - CTO, The Certified Wireless Network Professional(CWNP) Program Wireless networks are so convenient - not only for
you, but alsofor those nefarious types who'd like to invade them. The only wayto know if your system can be penetrated is to
simulate an attack.This book shows you how, along with how to strengthen any weakspots you find in your network's armor.
Discover how to: Perform ethical hacks without compromising a system Combat denial of service and WEP attacks Understand
how invaders think Recognize the effects of different hacks Protect against war drivers and rogue devices

Web Application Development with Streamlit Mar 31 2020 Transition from a back-end developer to a full-stack developer with
knowledge of all the dimensions of web application development, namely, front-end, back-end and server-side software. This
book provides a comprehensive overview of Streamlit, allowing developers and programmers of all backgrounds to get up to
speed in as little time as possible. Streamlit is a pure Python web framework that will bridge the skills gap and shorten
development time from weeks to hours. This book walks you through the complete cycle of web application development, from
an introductory to advanced level with accompanying source code and resources. You will be exposed to developing basic,
intermediate, and sophisticated user interfaces and subsequently you will be acquainted with data visualization, database
systems, application security, and cloud deployment in Streamlit. In a market with a surplus demand for full stack developers,
this skill set could not possibly come at a better time. In one sentence, Streamlit is a means for the empowerment of
developers everywhere and all stand to gain from it. What You’ll Learn Mutate big data in real-time Visualize big data
interactively Implement web application security and privacy protocols Deploy Streamlit web applications to the cloud using
Streamlit, Linux and Windows servers Who is this Book for? Developers with solid programming experience wanting to learn
Streamlit; Back-end developers looking to upskill and transition to become a full-stack developers; Those who wish to learn
and become more acquainted with data visualization, database systems, security and cloud deployment with Steamlit
Ajax for Web Application Developers Mar 12 2021 Reusable components and patterns for Ajax-driven applications Ajax is one
of the latest and greatest ways to improve users’ online experience and create new and innovative web functionality. By
allowing specific parts of a web page to be displayed without refreshing the entire page, Ajax significantly enhances the
experience of web applications. It also lets web developers create intuitive and innovative interaction processes. Ajax for Web
Application Developers provides the in-depth working knowledge of Ajax that web developers need to take their web
applications to the next level. The book shows how to create an Ajax-driven web application from an object-oriented
perspective, and it includes discussion of several useful Ajax design patterns. This detailed guide covers the creation of
connections to a MySQL database with PHP 5 via a custom Ajax engine and shows how to gracefully format the response with
CSS, JavaScript, and XHTML while keeping the data tightly secure. It also covers the use of four custom Ajax-enabled
components in an application and how to create each of them from scratch. The final section of the book combines the
individual code examples and techniques from earlier chapters of the book into one larger, Ajax-driven application—an
internal web mail application that can be used in any user-based application, such as a community-based web application.
Readers will learn not only how to create and use their own reusable Ajax components in this application but also how to
connect their components to any future Ajax applications that they might build. Web Development/Ajax/JavaScript
Learning Single-page Web Application Development Jun 02 2020 This book is aimed at web developers who are familiar with
frontend technologies like JavaScript, HTML, and CSS, and modern tools like Bower, Yeoman, and Grunt.
Developing Large Web Applications May 26 2022 How do you create a mission-critical site that provides exceptional
performance while remaining flexible, adaptable, and reliable 24/7? Written by the manager of a UI group at Yahoo!,
Developing Large Web Applications offers practical steps for building rock-solid applications that remain effective even as you
add features, functions, and users. You'll learn how to develop large web applications with the extreme precision required for
other types of software. Avoid common coding and maintenance headaches as small websites add more pages, more code,
and more programmers Get comprehensive solutions for refining HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, and Ajax for large-scale web
applications Make changes in one place that ripple through all affected page elements Embrace the virtues of modularity,
encapsulation, abstraction, and loosely coupled components Use tried-and-true techniques for managing data exchange,
including working with forms and cookies Learn often-overlooked best practices in code management and software
engineering Prepare your code to make performance enhancements and testing easier
Beginning Progressive Web App Development Mar 24 2022 Build fast, reliable web applications using the latest web
development technologies. This book provides step-by-step learning through the process of transforming a “traditional” web
app into a high-performing progressive web app, leveraging principles and lessons taught throughout the book. You will learn
to improve the performance, reliability, reach, and user engagement of mobile web applications through the use of specific,
practical examples. Because most non-trivial web applications developed today use JavaScript frameworks, you will learn
about the most popular frameworks offering a PWA right out of the box, including React, Preact, Vue.js, Angular, and Ionic.
You also will learn which tools to enlist to measure your application’s performance, such as Google’s Lighthouse. Beginning
Progressive Web App Development includes best practices to make your app work even when an end user has a poor or no
Internet connection, and to send notifications and reminders with the Notification and Push APIs to keep your users engaged.
You will come away with an understanding of the technologies—application shells, server push technology, and caching—that
will allow you to rapidly deliver content to your users. As important as it is to provide mobile users with a great experience,
the principles of PWAs are not limited to smartphones. Most of what you will learn in this book is directly applicable to web
applications on all screen sizes. What You'll Learn Achieve nearly instant loading times Implement service workers to make
your app load faster and work while users are offline Keep users engaged with web notifications Measure the performance
and reach of your web applications Transform your existing web app into a progressive web app Create a progressive web app
from scratch Understand what building a truly fast web app entails with Google’s PRPL pattern Who This Book Is For Web
developers with prior JavaScript experience
Java Frameworks and Components Sep 17 2021 This book is a practical tool for Java programmers. It provides the necessary
information for them to be able to find, evaluate and select an application framework suitable to their needs. It explains in
plain language the benefits of frameworks and component technologies, specifically in relation to web application
development. The book is unique in that it does not focus on any specific technology, yet at the same time uses examples
from several different frameworks to explain the underlying principals. This gives it a broad appeal to developers that are not
sure which framework is right for their purpose, while at the same time making it a practical tool. Application frameworks are
large often very complex tools that many developers do not yet fully understand. This means they cannot take advantage of
the substantial benefits such a technology can bring to their development project - they often are re-inventing the wheel
repeatedly. As the market for web applications begins its second wave, this book provides the critical information for
developers to make the transition into componentized framework-based development, keeping them ahead in an increasingly
competitive market. An emphasis on quality and globalization is maintained throughout, as these factors become essential in
new projects.
Web Based Application Development Jun 26 2022 Perfect for the one-term course, Web-Based Application Development
present an introduction to concepts, theories, practices, languages, and tools used to develop applications for the World Wide
Web. It provides coverage of the important fundamentals of Web applications while providing the coverage of programming
and technology necessary to apply these ideas and put them into practice. In addition to presenting the language and tools
found in most texts, Web-Based Application Development goes beyond and includes networking, architecture, security,
reliability, and other important concepts and theories necessary today.
Advanced Express Web Application Development May 14 2021 A practical book, guiding the reader through the development
of a single page application using a feature-driven approach.If you are an experienced JavaScript developer who wants to
build highly scalable, real-world applications using Express, this book is ideal for you. This book is an advanced title and
assumes that the reader has some experience with node, Javascript MVC web development frameworks, and has heard of

Express before, or is familiar with it. You should also have a basic understanding of Redis and MongoDB. This book is not a
tutorial on Node, but aims to explore some of the more advanced topics you will encounter when developing, deploying, and
maintaining an Express web application.
Google Apps Script Nov 27 2019 Learn how to create dynamic web applications with Google Apps Script and take full
advantage of your Google-hosted services. If you have basic coding skills and some JavaScript experience, this practical book
shows you how Apps Script works, and provides step-by-step guidance for building applications you can use right away. Apps
Script is handy for automating Google Apps tasks, but it also serves as a complete application platform. With this book, you’ll
learn how to build, store, run, and share data-driven web apps right on Google Drive. You’ll have access to complete code and
working examples that show you how everything fits together. Build an interactive Web App UI that runs on most web and
mobile browsers Create a sample product catalog that displays custom data from a spreadsheet Develop an application to
generate web forms from templates Use Apps Script to build a simple web-based database application Design a document
workflow builder that users can quickly customize Create a Google form that lets you select and send email responses Debug
your code and keep track of script problems after deployment
Programming Web Applications with Node, Express and Pug Jul 24 2019 Learn how to program modern web applications using
the full Node.js platform, including Node.js on the server, Express for middleware and routing, and Pug (formerly Jade) to
simplify the creation of views. Node.js is the foundation of all full JavaScript apps and plenty of books cover its full usage. This
book focuses on how to use it to create server-based, modern web applications. Using Node.js alongside Express and Pug - the
brand new version of Jade - you can create modern web applications solely using JavaScript. This book teaches you how to
structure and build your app from scratch, and make development easy. What You Will Learn Use NodeJS in general and
particularly the features require to create web applications Understand middleware and how to develop using the Express
framework Explore the template engine Pug (formerly Jade) and how you can integrate it with Express“/li> Set up a complete
development environment on both Linux and Windows Who This Book Is For Developers of web applications who come from
Java/J2EE, ASP.NET, PHP, Ruby on Rails and want to explore the capabilities of JavaScript based server apps. It’s suitable for
beginners that have a basic understanding of JavaScript already.
Progressive Web Application Development by Example Jul 28 2022 Leverage the full potential of the web to make your web
sites better than native applications for every platform. Key Features Explore different models and patterns required to
develop progressive web applications Create applications requiring shorter runtime for attracting more users Study different
projects to understand the fundamentals of progressive web applications Book Description Are you a developer that wants to
create truly cross-platform user experiences with a minimal footprint, free of store restrictions and features customers want?
Then you need to get to grips with Progressive Web Applications (PWAs), a perfect amalgamation of web and mobile
applications with a blazing-fast response time. Progressive Web Application Development by Example helps you explore
concepts of the PWA development by enabling you to develop three projects, starting with a 2048 game. In this game, you will
review parts of a web manifest file and understand how a browser uses properties to define the home screen experience. You
will then move on to learning how to develop and use a podcast client and be introduced to service workers. The application
will demonstrate how service workers are registered and updated. In addition to this, you will review a caching API so that you
have a firm understanding of how to use the cache within a service worker, and you'll discover core caching strategies and
how to code them within a service worker. Finally, you will study how to build a tickets application, wherein you’ll apply
advanced service worker techniques, such as cache invalidation. Also, you'll learn about tools you can use to validate your
applications and scaffold them for quality and consistency. By the end of the book, you will have walked through browser
developer tools, node modules, and online tools for creating high-quality PWAs. What you will learn Explore the core principles
of PWAs Study the three main technical requirements of PWAs Discover enhancing requirements to make PWAs transcend
native apps and traditional websites Create and install PWAs on common websites with a given HTTPS as the core
requirement Get acquainted with the service worker life cycle Define service worker caching patterns Apply caching strategies
to three different website scenarios Implement best practices for web performance Who this book is for Progressive Web
Application Development by Example is for you if you’re a web developer or front-end designer who wants to ensure improved
user experiences. If you are an application developer with knowledge of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, this book will help you
enhance your skills in order to develop progressive web applications, the future of app development.
Web Engineering Aug 17 2021 This book gives a unique account of the emerging field of Web engineering by presenting 25
thoroughly reviewed papers drawn from two recent workshops on the topic together with introductory and motivating surveys
and a list of Web engineering resources in chapters on - Web engineering: introduction and perspectives - Web-based system
development: process and methodology - Managing information on the Web - Development tools, skills, and case studies Performance, testing, and Web metrices - Web maintenance and reuseThe book will appeal equally to researchers, students,
professionals and practitioners in industry interested in developing, maintaining, and using advanced Web-based systems and
applications.
Developing Web Apps with Haskell and Yesod May 02 2020 "This fast-moving guide introduces web application development
with Haskell and Yesod, a potent language/framework combination that supports high-performing applications that are
modular, type-safe, and concise. You'll work with several samples to explore the way Yesod handles widgets, forms,
persistence, and RESTful content. You also get an introduction to various Haskell tools to supplement your basic knowledge of
the language. By the time you finish this book, you'll create a production-quality web application with Yesod's ready-to-use
scaffolding. You'll also examine several real-world examples, including a blog, a wiki, a JSON web service, and a Sphinx search
server"--Publisher's description.
Beginning Django Aug 05 2020 Discover the Django web application framework and get started building Python-based web
applications. This book takes you from the basics of Django all the way through to cutting-edge topics such as creating
RESTful applications. Beginning Django also covers ancillary, but essential, development topics, including configuration
settings, static resource management, logging, debugging, and email. Along with material on data access with SQL queries,
you’ll have all you need to get up and running with Django 1.11 LTS, which is compatible with Python 2 and Python 3. Once
you’ve built your web application, you’ll need to be the admin, so the next part of the book covers how to enforce permission
management with users and groups. This technique allows you to restrict access to URLs and content, giving you total control
of your data. In addition, you’ll work with and customize the Django admin site, which provides access to a Django project’s
data. After reading and using this book, you’ll be able to build a Django application top to bottom and be ready to move on to
more advanced or complex Django application development. What You'll Learn Get started with the Django framework Use
Django views, class-based views, URLs, middleware, forms, templates, and Jinja templates Take advantage of Django models,
including model relationships, migrations, queries, and forms Leverage the Django admin site to get access to the database
used by a Django project Deploy Django REST services to serve as the data backbone for mobile, IoT, and SaaS systems Who
This Book Is For Python developers new to the Django web application development framework and web developers new to
Python and Django.
Web Application Development with PHP 4.0 Oct 07 2020 Accompanying CD-ROM contains official Zend API documentation.
Web Development with Clojure Feb 29 2020 Today, developers are increasingly adopting Clojure as a web-development
platform. See for yourself what makes Clojure so desirable, as you create a series of web apps of growing complexity,

exploring the full process of web development using a modern functional language. This fully updated third edition reveals the
changes in the rapidly evolving Clojure ecosystem and provides a practical, complete walkthrough of the Clojure web-stack.
Stop developing web apps with yesterday's tools. Today, developers are increasingly adopting Clojure as a web-development
platform. See for yourself what makes Clojure so desirable, as you work hands-on with Clojure and build a series of web apps
of increasing size and scope, culminating in a professional grade web app using all the techniques you've learned along the
way. This fully updated third edition will get you up to speed on the changes in the rapidly evolving Clojure ecosystem - the
many new libraries, tools, and best practices. Build a fully featured SPA app with re-frame, a popular front-end framework for
ClojureScript supporting a functional style MVC approach for managing the UI state in Single-Page Application-style
applications. Gain expertise in the popular Ring/Compojure stack using the Luminus framework. Learn how Clojure works with
databases and speeds development of RESTful services. See why ClojureScript is rapidly becoming a popular front-end
platform, and use ClojureScript with the popular re-frame library to build single-page applications. Whether you're already
familiar with Clojure or completely new to the language, you'll be able to write web applications with Clojure at a professional
level.
Introducing Play Framework Aug 24 2019 Enter the world of rapid web application development. This gentle introduction to
Play covers all you need to know: it carefully introduces the background concepts before diving into examples, making
learning Play 2 enjoyable (it includes the latest Play framework version 2.8). Introducing Play Framework is crisp, up-to-thepoint, and full of valuable information. You will find chapters covering the basics of Play, the sbt build system, the Ebean
ORM, web services using Play, production deployment, cache, and more with actual pragmatic code snippets for common
tasks. After reading and using this book, you'll be able to build and deploy Java-based web applications with the Play
framework. What You Will Learn Use the Play framework to do rapid Java-based web application development Work with Play
controllers and Play views Create web services using JSON and XML Persist data and access databases Use Play modules Carry
out asynch programming Cache, deploy, and work with code snippets in Play Who This Book Is For Those with at least some
prior experience with Java.
Html5 Web Application Development by Example Beginner's Guide Jan 22 2022 The best way to learn anything is by doing.
The author uses a friendly tone and fun examples to ensure that you learn the basics of application development. Once you
have read this book, you should have the necessary skills to build your own applications.If you have no experience but want to
learn how to create applications in HTML5, this book is the only help you'll need. Using practical examples, HTML5 Web
Application Development by Example will develop your knowledge and confidence in application development.
Agile Web Application Development with Yii1.1 and PHP5 Feb 08 2021 Fast-track your Web application development by
harnessing the power of the Yii PHP framework
Beginning Progressive Web App Development Apr 24 2022 Build fast, reliable web applications using the latest web
development technologies. This book provides step-by-step learning through the process of transforming a “traditional” web
app into a high-performing progressive web app, leveraging principles and lessons taught throughout the book. You will learn
to improve the performance, reliability, reach, and user engagement of mobile web applications through the use of specific,
practical examples. Because most non-trivial web applications developed today use JavaScript frameworks, you will learn
about the most popular frameworks offering a PWA right out of the box, including React, Preact, Vue.js, Angular, and Ionic.
You also will learn which tools to enlist to measure your application’s performance, such as Google’s Lighthouse. Beginning
Progressive Web App Development includes best practices to make your app work even when an end user has a poor or no
Internet connection, and to send notifications and reminders with the Notification and Push APIs to keep your users engaged.
You will come away with an understanding of the technologies—application shells, server push technology, and caching—that
will allow you to rapidly deliver content to your users. As important as it is to provide mobile users with a great experience,
the principles of PWAs are not limited to smartphones. Most of what you will learn in this book is directly applicable to web
applications on all screen sizes. What You'll Learn Achieve nearly instant loading times Implement service workers to make
your app load faster and work while users are offline Keep users engaged with web notifications Measure the performance
and reach of your web applications Transform your existing web app into a progressive web app Create a progressive web app
from scratch Understand what building a truly fast web app entails with Google’s PRPL pattern Who This Book Is For Web
developers with prior JavaScript experience
WordPress Web Application Development Apr 12 2021 An extensive, practical guide that explains how to adapt WordPress
features, both conventional and trending, for web applications.This book is intended for WordPress developers and designers
who have the desire to go beyond conventional website development to develop quality web applications within a limited time
frame and for maximum profit. Experienced web developers who are looking for a framework for rapid application
development will also find this to be a useful resource. Prior knowledge with of WordPress is preferable as the main focus will
be on explaining methods for adapting WordPress techniques for web application development rather than explaining basic
skills with WordPress.
JavaScript for Modern Web Development Oct 26 2019 Beginner to Expert in Web development with JavaScript: From HTML to
React-Redux KEY FEATURES - Acquire web development skills to build independent applications - Understand the basics of
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React and Redux - Create build beautiful applications using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React and Redux Learn how to debug and unit test your applications properly to build good end products - Follow best practices to write good
quality code and build performant applications DESCRIPTION This book will take you on a complete journey of learning web
development, starting right with the basics. The book begins with the history of web development and JavaScript, how it has
evolved over these years, and how it still keeps growing with new features. Next, you will learn the basic pillars of web
development - HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. You will learn about the functional, object-oriented programming and asynchronous
behaviour, and how JavaScript provides for these. Empowered with the basics, you will proceed to learn the new features of
JavaScript, ES2015, and the latest ES2019. Next, you will apply your learning to build a real application to see how the Web
takes shape.At the end, you will also have an introductory section on ReactJS, one of the modern frameworks for UI
development and also develop a simple weather application using React. You will be introduced to Redux as the state
container for React applications. This book will conclude with an introductory look at additional topics which can be taken up
to become a professional and in building enterprise level applications. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN By the end of the book, you will
be building real web applications to put your knowledge to practice. This book introduces all the concepts to get started with
web application development. To further excel in this field, you really need to practice by building a lot many applications,
implementing your own ideas or imitating existing websites. Also remember to practice additional examples provided in the
code bundle of the book to master this field. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book can be used by people who are completely new
to software development and want to get into front-end web development by starting from basics. This book can also be used
by JavaScript users for a quick reference to the fundamentals of HTML, CSS, JS, and learn ReactJS with Redux, as well as the
new features in JavaScript ES2019. Table of Contents 1. History of JS and how it has revolutionized web development 2. HTML:
Creating Web Content 3. CSS: Making content beautiful 4. JavaScript Programming: Making application Interactive 5.
Functional programming with JavaScript 6. Object-Oriented JavaScript 7. Asynchronous Programming 8. What’s new in ES2019
JavaScript 9. Building an application with JavaScript 10. Debugging JavaScript Applications 11. Unit test automation 12. Build
and Deploy an Application 13. JavaScript Best Practices 14. Introduction to React 15. Building an application with React 16.

State Management in React applications 17. Debugging, Testing, and Deploying React applications 18. What is next - for
becoming a pro?
Real-Time Web Application Development Nov 19 2021 Design, develop, and deploy a real-world web application by leveraging
modern open source technologies. This book shows you how to use ASP.NET Core to build cross-platform web applications
along with SignalR to enrich the application by enabling real-time communication between server and clients. You will use
Docker to containerize your application, integrate with GitHub to package the application, and provide continuous deployment
to Azure’s IaaS platform. Along the way, Real-Time Web Application Development covers topics including designing a
Materialize CSS theme, using a test-driven development approach with xUnit.net, and securing your application with the
OAuth 2.0 protocol. To further your understanding of the technology, you will learn logging and exception handling;
navigation using view components; and how to work with forms and validations. The rich code samples from this book can be
used to retrofit or upgrade existing ASP.NET Core applications. What You Will Learn Design and develop a real-world web
application Implement security and data storage with OAuth2 and Azure Table Storage Orchestrate real-time notifications
through SignalR Use GitHub and Travis CI for continuous integration of code Master Docker containerization and continuous
deployment with Docker Cloud to Azure Linux virtual machines Who This Book Is For Developers and software engineers
interested in learning an end-to-end approach to application development using Microsoft technologies.
Wordpress Web Application Development Jan 10 2021 Learn in easy stages how to rapidly build leading-edge web applications
from scratch. About This Book Develop powerful web applications rapidly with WordPress Explore the significant features and
improvements introduced in WordPress 4.7 by learning the numerous tips and techniques in this book. Unleash the power of
REST API endpoints to make your interaction with websites new and innovative. Who This Book Is For This book is targeted at
WordPress developers and designers who want to develop quality web applications within a limited time frame and maximize
their profits. A prior knowledge of basic web development and design is assumed. What You Will Learn Develop extendable
plugins with the use of WordPress features in core modules Develop pluggable modules to extend the core features of
WordPress as independent modules Manage permissions for a wide range of content types in web applications based on
different user types Follow WordPress coding standards to develop reusable and maintainable code Build and customize
themes beyond conventional web layouts Explore the power of core database tables and understand the limitations when
designing database tables for large applications Integrate open source modules into WordPress applications to keep up with
the latest open source technologies Customize the WordPress admin section and themes to create the look and feel of a
typical web application In Detail WordPress is one of the most rapidly expanding markets on the Web. Learning how to build
complex and scalable web applications will give you the ability and knowledge to step into the future of WordPress.
WordPress 4.7 introduces some exciting new improvements and several bug fixes, which further improve the entire
development process.This book is a practical, scenario-based guide to expanding the power of the WordPress core modules to
develop modular and maintainable real-world applications from scratch. This book consistently emphasizes adapting
WordPress features into web applications. It will walk you through the advanced usages of existing features such as access
controlling; database handling; custom post types; pluggable plugins; content restrictions; routing; translation; caching; and
many more, while you build the backend of a forum management application. This book begins by explaining how to plan the
development of a web application using WordPress' core features. Once the core features are explained, you will learn how to
build an application by extending them through custom plugin development. Finally, you will explore advanced non-functional
features and application integration. After reading this book, you will have the ability to develop powerful web applications
rapidly within limited time frames. Style and approach An extensive, practical guide that explains how to adapt WordPress
features, both conventional and trending, for web applications.
Enterprise Web Development Dec 21 2021 If you want to build your organization’s next web application with HTML5, this
practical book will help you sort through the various frameworks, libraries, and development options that populate this stack.
You’ll learn several of these approaches hands-on by writing multiple versions of a sample web app throughout the book, so
you can determine the right strategy for your enterprise. What’s the best way to reach both mobile and desktop users? How
about modularization, security, and test-driven development? With lots of working code samples, this book will help web
application developers and software architects navigate the growing number of HTML5 and JavaScript choices available. The
book’s sample apps are available at http://savesickchild.org. Mock up the book’s working app with HTML, JavaScript, and CSS
Rebuild the sample app, first with jQuery and then Ext JS Work with different build tools, code generators, and package
managers Build a modularized version of the app with RequireJS Apply test-driven development with the Jasmine framework
Use WebSocket to build an online auction for the app Adapt the app for both PCs and mobile with responsive web design
Create mobile versions with jQuery Mobile, Sencha Touch, and PhoneGap
Web Application Development with MEAN Jun 22 2019 Unlock the power of the MEAN stack by creating attractive and realworld projects About This Book Learn about the different components that comprise a MEAN application to construct a fully
functional MEAN application using the best third-party modules A step-by-step guide to developing the MEAN stack
components from scratch to achieve maximum flexibility when building an e-commerce application Build optimum end-to-end
web applications using the MEAN stack Who This Book Is For This learning path is for web developers who are experienced in
developing applications using JavaScript. This course is for developers who are interested in learning how to build modern and
multiple web applications using MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and Node.js. What You Will Learn Build modern, end-to-end
web applications by employing the full-stack web development solution of MEAN Connect your Express application to
MongoDB and use a Mongoose model and build a complex application from start to finish in MongoDB Employ AngularJS to
build responsive UI components Implement multiple authentication strategies such as OAuth, JsonWebToken, and Sessions
Enhance your website's usability with social logins such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google Secure your app by creating SSL
certificates and run payment platforms in a live environment Implement a chat application from scratch using Socket.IO
Create distributed applications and use the power of server-side rendering in your applications Extend a project with a realtime bidding system using WebSockets In Detail The MEAN stack is a collection of the most popular modern tools for web
development. This course will help you to build a custom e-commerce app along with several other applications. You will
progress to creating several applications with MEAN. The first module in this course will provide you with the skills you need
to successfully create, maintain, and test a MEAN application. Starting with MEAN core frameworks, this course will explain
each framework key concepts of MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and Node.js. We will walk through the different tools and
frameworks that will help expedite your daily development cycles. After this, the next module will show you how to create
your own e-commerce application using the MEAN stack. It takes you step by step through the parallel process of learning and
building to develop a production-ready, high-quality e-commerce site from scratch. It also shows you how to manage user
authentication and authorization, check multiple payment platforms, add a product search and navigation feature, deploy a
production-ready e-commerce site, and finally add your own high-quality feature to the site. The final step in this course will
enable you to build a better foundation for your AngularJS apps. You'll learn how to build complex real-life applications with
the MEAN stack and a few more advanced projects. You will become familiar with WebSockets, build real-time web
applications, create auto-destructing entities, and see how to work with monetary data in Mongo. You will also find out how to
a build real-time e-commerce application. This learning path combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one
complete, curated package. It includes content from the following Packt products: MEAN Web Development by Amos Haviv

Building an E-Commerce Application with MEAN by Adrian Mejia MEAN Blueprints by Robert Onodi Style and approach This
course will begin with the introduction to MEAN, gradually progressing with building applications in each framework. Each
transition is well explained, and each chapter begins with the required background knowledge.
WordPress Web Application Development Dec 09 2020 An extensive, practical guide that explains how to adapt WordPress
features, both conventional and trending, for web applications.This book is intended for WordPress developers and designers
who have the desire to go beyond conventional website development to develop quality web applications within a limited time
frame and for maximum profit. Experienced web developers who are looking for a framework for rapid application
development will also find this to be a useful resource. Prior knowledge with of WordPress is preferable as the main focus will
be on explaining methods for adapting WordPress techniques for web application development rather than explaining basic
skills with WordPress.
Apache Struts 2 Web Application Development Jul 16 2021 A beginner's guide for Java developers.
Flask Web Development Feb 20 2022 Take full creative control of your web applications with Flask, the Python-based
microframework. With the second edition of this hands-on book, you’ll learn the framework from the ground up by developing,
step-by-step, a real-world project created by author Miguel Grinberg. This refreshed edition accounts for important technology
changes that have occurred in the past three years. You’ll learn the framework’s core functionality, as well as how to extend
applications with advanced web techniques such as database migration and web service communication. The first part of each
chapter provides you with reference and background for the topic in question, while the second part guides you though a
hands-on implementation of the topic. If you have Python experience, this book shows you how to take advantage of the
creative freedom Flask provides.
Phoenix Web Development Jan 28 2020 The Phoenix web development framework is an object-oriented application
development tool written in Elixir. With Elixir and Phoenix, you build your application the right way, ready to scale and ready
for the increasing demands of real-time web applications. If you have some knowledge of Elixir, have experience with web
frameworks in other ...
Mastering Web Application Development with AngularJS Aug 29 2022 The book will be a step-by-step guide showing the
readers how to build a complete web app with AngularJSJavaScript developers who want to learn AngularJS for developing web
apps. Knowledge of JavaScript and HTML is expected. No knowledge of AngularJS is required.
Web Application Development with Yii 2 and PHP Nov 07 2020 This book is for professional PHP developers who wish to
master the powerful Yii 2 application framework. It is assumed that you have knowledge of object-oriented programming. The
previous version of the Yii framework is only briefly mentioned, but it'll be even easier to grasp Yii 2 with the knowledge of Yii
1.1.x.
Secure Java Sep 05 2020 Most security books on Java focus on cryptography and access control, but exclude key aspects such
as coding practices, logging, and web application risk assessment. Encapsulating security requirements for web development
with the Java programming platform, Secure Java: For Web Application Development covers secure programming, risk
assessment, and threat modeling—explaining how to integrate these practices into a secure software development life cycle.
From the risk assessment phase to the proof of concept phase, the book details a secure web application development
process. The authors provide in-depth implementation guidance and best practices for access control, cryptography, logging,
secure coding, and authentication and authorization in web application development. Discussing the latest application
exploits and vulnerabilities, they examine various options and protection mechanisms for securing web applications against
these multifarious threats. The book is organized into four sections: Provides a clear view of the growing footprint of web
applications Explores the foundations of secure web application development and the risk management process Delves into
tactical web application security development with Java EE Deals extensively with security testing of web applications This
complete reference includes a case study of an e-commerce company facing web application security challenges, as well as
specific techniques for testing the security of web applications. Highlighting state-of-the-art tools for web application security
testing, it supplies valuable insight on how to meet important security compliance requirements, including PCI-DSS, PA-DSS,
HIPAA, and GLBA. The book also includes an appendix that covers the application security guidelines for the payment card
industry standards.
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